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ABSTRACT

To generate intelligent indexing that allows context-sensitive information retrieval, a system must
be able to acquire knowledge directly through interaction with users. In this paper, we present the
architecture for CID (Computer Integrated Documentation), a system that enables integration of
various technical documents in a hypertext framework and includes an intelligent browsing system
that incorporates indexing in context. CID's knowledge-based indexing mechanism allows case-
based knowledge acquisition by experimentation. It utilizes on-line user information requirements
and suggestions either to reinforce current indexing in case of success or to generate new
knowledge in case of failure. This allows CID's intelligent interface system to provide helpful
responses, based on previous experience (user feedback). We describe CID's current capabilities
and provide an overview of our plans for extending the system.

INTRODUCTION

Retrieving specific information from large amounts of documentation is not an easy task. It could
be facilitated if information relevant in the current problem solving context could be supplied
automatically to the user, in understandable terms and in a flexible manner (e.g., allowing the user
to ask questions). This is a long-term goal of Computer Integrated Documentation (CID). As a first
step towards this goal, we are developing an intelligent hypertext interface to help users browse
through large documents in search of specific information [2].

CID has been developed on three aerospace applications: the Space Station Freedom Requirements
documents, Space Shuttle mission control procedures manuals, and F-18 emergency procedures.
These applications offer a wide variety of problems in technical documentation for both design and

operations issues. This project is now three years old, and the current version of CID is used in a
beta-test mode in several NASA centers. A typical screen of CID windows is presented in Figure
1. It is composed of a control panel that allows the user to control the entire library. Among its
various capabilities, it also converts fiat text documents into hypertext, indexes them, and records
users' traces in the documentation. Both text and graphics capabilities axe available within CID.

This paper provides a paradigm for information access based on the actual use of the hypertext
system itself. First, it presents a new approach to incremental context acquisition in information
retrieval that modifies existing relations between descriptors and referents by using on-line user
feedback to either reinforce or correct the system's knowledge in case of success or failure. This

feature allows the system to tailor itself to the user. Second, CID includes a mechanism that allows
presentation of referents that are most likely to be useful, thus providing focus for the search in a
hypertext database. (The user can, however, access all the descriptors and referents at any time).

This model consequently improves the performance of the system. This paper is structured as
follows. In the second section, the problem of browsing through large documents is reviewed. The

1Dr. Math6 is currently undercontract 3004-47-2 toRecom Technologies, Inc.
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third section presentsthe current CID system,and the fourth section describeshow CID's
subsystemIARC (IndexAcquisitionandRefinementaccordingto Context)is ableto acquirenew
knowledge.In thefifth section,someof the lessonslearnedfrom analysesof existing technical
documentationsystems,andfrom thedesign,implementationandthefirst testsof CID aregiven.
Finally, the sixthsectionpresentsrelatedwork, and the seventhsectiondiscussesour system's
limitationsandourplansfor futureresearchissues.
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

3.1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
1:3.1.9 MAINTAINABILITY

3SFP hardware shall be destgned to facilitate on-orbit and ground

maintenance Inspection and repair. Special skill requirements for

maintenance shall be minimized. The use of EVA/EVR equipment

shall be considered where appropriate to enhance overall human

productivity.

The design of SSFP hardware that Is intended to allow for EVA

maintenance shall where applicable be compatible wlth maintenance

by robotics. All hardware to be maintained by robotics shall be

:3.1.9.1 GENERAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

3.1.9.2 FAULT DETECTION/FAULT ISOLATION

3.1.9.3 ACCESSIBILITY

Figure 1. Part of a typical CID screen. In the lower-right window, the upper field includes the
hierarchy of the displayed referent, the middle field is the actual text and the bottom field includes
the next referents in the hierarchy. The upper-left window is the CID control panel.

THE PROBLEM

From analyses we have conducted during the design (and redesign) of CID, and from the current
users' feedback, the following issues have become clear. When looking for specific information,
people usually employ both the table of contents (hierarchical browsing) and me index of the
available documents to guide their search. Even then, however, the search is not very focused, and
it is common for users to examine several places in the documentation before finding the

information needed. For example, when the index is used and a descriptor is looked at for the first

time, the first page indicated is usually chosen. If the corresponding information turns out to be
relevant for the user's purposes, the user is satisfied, and the retrieval process is finished. If, on

the other hand, the corresponding information is not relevant, the user will normally go back to the
index and try the second page proposed, and so on. This leads to a sequential trial-and-error
decision process, which can be tedious and slow. To avoid repeating this lengthy process each
time, people tend to build context around the descriptors already used. For instance, they tend to
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rememberthat a particular referent was successful in a specific situation. This memory however
does not generally last very long unless the same context occurs often.

CID has been designed to assist in this process by attempting to immediately provide the user with

the information that is likely to be relevant to him/her in context. This paper presents an approach
to indexing in context, in which indices are particular procedures that are modified incrementally by
experimentation, remembering what the user found useful in a specific context. Using this
approach, CID can provide tailored guidance to users browsing a document, by watching the users
perform their browsing tasks. As Chen and Dhar [4] mention, to make large information banks
more accessible by computer, it is best first to try and understand how reference librarians actually
help users, and then to try to include these capabilities in on-line systems. The major problem in
incorporating a model of user-librarian interactions into the system is the difficulty of acquiring the
information for this model. CID's on-line knowledge acquisition approach allows semi-automatic
acquisition of a librarian model.

Organization of Technical Documentations

In existing technical documentations, such as those common at NASA, information is structured

hierarchically. Designing a complex system like the Space Station Freedom is an iterative process.
Its documentation system is designed to handle a huge amount of information. It is organized
around the Program Requirement Document (PRD), which establishes the highest level
requirements associated with the Space Station Program. Generally, the other documents expand
upon the topics expressed in the PRD. Each document includes the following major nodes: a
description of the document, a preface, a table of contents, a body of text segmented into sections

and subsections, an abbreviations table, a definitions table, and appendices. Each major node may
contain a hierarchy of nodes. For instance, in the body of text, there is a hierarchy of sections.
There are links between sections which are linear (section to next section) and non linear (reference
to a section other than the next one). There are references to other major nodes within a document

and sometimes to other documents. A descriptor 2 is any word, phrase, or piece of graphics which
provides a meaningful "starting point" for a search in the documentation. A referent is the address
of any part of text or graphics. Descriptors are organized hierarchically. In the current
implementation, a referent is typically a document section. In this paper, a referent will also

represent its content. In a regular book, the table of contents provides a list of descriptors (section
titles). In this case, each descriptor corresponds to only one referent (a page number). The index

also provides a list of descriptors, each of which usually has several referents, i.e., a sequence of
page numbers. As a result, the user may need to look at several referents before finding the
information needed.

Browsing through large texts

It takes years of training to be a flight controller in the Space Shuttle Mission Control Center. As

part of this training, people learn to use a large corpus of documentation to solve problems. They
develop a deep knowledge of the organization of these manuals in order to access the proper
sections as quickly as possible. Currently the operational documentation used by flight controllers
is paper-based. In the short term, the goal of CID is to help people access documentation on a

computer more efficiently. One thing CID attempts to do is to help narrow the search through
documents while allowing the full browsing freedom to which people are accustomed.

People typically use descriptors to retrieve information. As they start looking for information, they
normally employ the explicit descriptors provided in the documents, e.g., table of contents or
index. Unfortunately the descriptors provided are context-free, and, generally each descriptor can
describe many referents, the problem of decidability introduces a major problem of backtracking
that the user may not accept, especially when dealing with real-time operations. As a result, people

2The concept of a descriptor is very important in information retrieval [15]. Building such descriptors requires
expertise in the domain of investigation. We are using a technique developed by Mark Zimmerman [20] that allows
full-text extraction of words associated with their frequency in the text.
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usuallybuild implicit descriptorsastheybrowsethroughdocuments,thatis theybuild a cognitive
representation of the documentation that provides relations between pieces of information and their
approximate locations in the documentation. They remember that this particular piece of
information was (or was not) very interesting in a special context. These cognitive maps are later

used to guide their browsing task. They are thus context- and user-dependent.

Hypertext provides good support for browsing in documentation and for naturally building
associative links between descriptors and referents. To automatically help the user, the problem
thus becomes to "contextify" the links between documentation nodes, that is to provide relations

between descriptors and referents that are valid in the current context. These relations will vary
depending on the situation and the user. Providing a context for the referents reduces the number
of possible referents for a descriptor that a user has to look at and thus narrows the search. In this
paper, we present a technique to acquire context for these relations automatically. We define the
context acquisition problem as reinforcement of current actions, as well as discovery of "abnormal
conditions" and generation of recovery actions. Our system observes the user's actions during the
browsing tasks, and, by noting whether a specific referent was considered a success or failure by
the user in a particular context, it is able to refine the indices to reflect their context of use. In this
way, our system automatically acquires the knowledge necessary to operationalize a user model:
which indices are appropriate when, and for which user. This is a significant departure from
current work in user modeling, where systems are able to obtain and refine user models [10, 12],

but the way these models are exploited is hardcoded in the systems and thus inflexible [14].

AN ADAPTIVE DOCUMENTATION BROWSING SYSTEM

A browsing facility has been developed to help users search for specific information in the
available documentation. CID, like the printed documentation, includes a table of contents and an
index. When the user selects a descriptor, a menu of ordered referents pops up. These referents
have been found successfully in the same context in past retrievals. The order of referents is based
on the past success rate of each referent in this context. These referents can be very different

among users and in various contexts.

CID has two major components: a hypertext system and a knowledge-based system. One of the

major goals of this project was to keep documentation independent from the knowledge of how to
use it. This latter knowledge is represented in the system in the form of contextual links containing

preconditions (triggering conditions and contextual conditions) and a list of referents together with
an indication of how often each referent was successful (a reinforcement slot), and a description of

the situations in which the referent was not successful (called an abnorma/condition). 3 An example

of a contextual link is shown in Figure 2.

(TRIC_3.COND. (Descriptor-I))

(CONTEXT (C1 C2 (33))

(ACTIONS (R1 +5 ((AC1 1) (AC2 3)))

(R2+3)

(R3 +2)

(R4 +1))

Figure 2. Example of a contextual link. Descriptor-1 is valid if the context conditions ((21, C2,
C3) are satisfied. The referent R1 has a reinforcement slot of+5, indicating that it has been
successful 5 times and has been not found useful in two abnormal conditions AC1 -- with its

3The reinforcement slot and the abnormal condition can be seen as an indication of whether or not the user's goal for

t'mding specific information was achieved.
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reinforcement slot of 1 - and AC2 -- with its reinforcement slot of 3. The referent R4 has been
successful once.

Typically, in CID, a triggering condition is characterized by a descriptor. The selection by the user
of a descriptor thus triggers a list of actions to be considered. When there are several descriptors in
a contextual link, these descriptors are aliases or synonyms. The contextual conditions indicate

under which conditions the actions presented in the contextual link are actually appropriate.
Contextual conditions characterize the environment in which the retrieval has been made

successfully. For instance, let us assume that one wants to retrieve some very specific information
on the air conditioning in the main cabin of the Space Station. The first thing one may try is to
browse the documentation with the descriptor "air conditioning." If the retrieval context can be

specified, e.g., "you are a designer, you are interested in the connection of the air conditioning
system, and you have very little information about the electrical circuitry in the cabin," then a more

efficient search can be accomplished. The search will not be the same under another context, e.g.,
"you are an astronaut, you are in the Space Station, and you are freezing." Importantly, in our
system, contextual conditions for a particular contextual link are learned through experimentation.
Contextual conditions allow clustering of contextual links, and, when the system is operational,
pruning of inappropriate contextual links.

The current context is set up at the beginning of the session. It can be a default profile attached to

the user name and automatically set by the system after the login. It can be changed at any time by
the user, or modified by the system following changes of sensor values if the documentation

system is connected to a real-time system (e.g., in the case of documentation used in process
control). In a given context, the user generally selects a descriptor to get a list of potential referents.

When the user selects a referent R from this list, the system automatically activates the link between
the selected descriptor and the referent R. This activation leads to the presentation of the referent R.

CID has two modes of operation, which correspond to the two modes of activity in documentation
use: (a) experimental browsing: a casual approach, often seen in activities such as exploratory
learning, in which the computer can take an active role by suggesting interesting information to be
examined; (b) intentional search: a deliberate search for information to fall a particular need, e.g., to
prepare a report or answer a specific question. Experimental browsing allows augmentation of the

initial set of links between descriptors and referents. 't Intentional search is used to refine existing
contextual links of knowledge, by acquiring more contextual conditions or refining the existing
ones. In the next section, we focus on this mode.

ACQUIRING INDICES BY EXPERIMENTATION

Following the above example, with the descriptor Descriptor-1 (triggering precondition) "air

conditioning" and the current context (C1, C2, C3) "you are a designer, you are interested in the
connection of the air conditioning system, and you have very little information about the electrical
circuitry in the cabin." A contextual link is first triggered by the descriptor. As there are four

possible referents in the documentation, the four referents, (R1, R2, R3, R4), are presented: "a list

of the vendors of air conditioning systems," "a description of the air conditioning system, .... a
checklist of what to do when the air conditioning fails, and a diagram of the electrical circuitry in
the main cabin of the Space Station." The f'trst one is not satisfactory in the current context: it is a
failure. This is indicated by a mouse click from the user. The second and the third are also failures.

Failure cases will be presented in the third paragraph of this section. Fortunately, the fourth one
will give the information that is needed: it is a success. The system thus learns that R4 was

4Initial links can be built automatically assuming that descriptors are explicitly included in referents. Our system
scans the hypertext database and extracts each descriptor together with a list of referents that corresponds to all the
locations where this descriptor has been found. The corresponding contextual links generated this way are context-
free. However, this automatic approach is generally not sufficient because some referents cannot be implicitly
described by a descriptor included in the text. In this case, human intervention is necessary, i.e., the user can
generate his/her own descriptors associated to particular referents.
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successful in this context. At the next retrieval under the same context (Cl, 02, C3), R4 will be

presented automatically from Descriptor-1.

To observe the user, inputs to CID include user judgments on the success of actual retrievals. After
a referent has been found, the user can select either "success" or "failure." The system
automatically records this selection by adding +1 or -1 to the reinforcement slot attached to the

original contextual link referent inferred by the descriptor used.

Suppose now that, using the same contextual link, a particular situation is observed in which the
user indicates R1 as a failure. It would now be inappropriate to repeat this experience again and

again. Instead, CID notes that an abnormal condition has been encountered, and this knowledge is
added to the contextual link. Like actions, reinforcement values are also associated with abnormal
conditions. Abnormal conditions can be seen as exceptions to the "normal" use of the contextual
link. When a failure occurs, the system attempts to obtain from the user the reason for this failure.

A list of previously acquired abnormal conditions is automatically presented to the user when
he/she indicates his/her willingness to provide an explanation. The user may select one of the

explanations provided or generate a new one. The selection is then processed automatically and
kept in the corresponding contextual link as an abnormal condition.

If the abnormal condition is observed many times, its negation will automatically be added into the
appropriate context for the contextual link, as the situation which used to be considered "abnormal"
can be considered as "normal." A rote learning algorithm used to augment the system's knowledge
has been presented in [1].

LESSONS LEARNED AND TESTS IN PROGRESS

We have analyzed [3] various uses of documentation systems available at NASA including Space
Station Freedom (SSF) program requirements documents, and Space Shuttle operations

procedures manuals. The former type of documentation has been called design documentation, and
the latter operational documentation.

Design documentation is generally handled using keyword search. People find this very difficult in
practice because keywords are used in a full-text search mode. Consequently, people using such
systems come up with either hundreds of references or nothing, according to the recall/precision
criterion [15]. We have found that CID's approach introducing the experimental browsing mode,
allows the user to index referents with concepts that are not necessarily words or term-phrases
included in the text. Another aspect is that current systems used at NASA have poor navigation

capabilities (often none at all). People tend to construct their own cognitive maps of the
documentation even if nothing is provided to make explicit the documentauon topography. We
have found that explicit maps of the documentation are very useful. These maps can be local
("where to go next?"), or global ("where am I?"). They can also present either the hierarchical
structure of the documentation (local or global tables of contents), or the conceptual relationships
between referents via descriptors (local or global conceptual indexes). An example of use of a
contextual link as a local aid is provided in Figure 3.

Operational documentation systems (usually paper-based) are generally handled using tables of
contents. Furthermore, expert users tend to develop robust search strategies based on experience
and context. We have observed that, unlike the design documentation users, operational
documentation users have very integrated cognitive representations of the documentation they use,
i.e., they know its hierarchical structure and an extensive set of conceptual links. The reason is that
operations people, in a Mission Control room for instance, are highly trained to solve problems
using operational manuals. Furthermore, they update such documentation from their own
experience (not only its indexing but also its content). CID will facilitate this painful and expensive

process.

We are currently testing CID with SSF and Space Shuttle specialists in order to get more
information on the level of acceptance of CID learning capabilities and behaviors by both design
and operations people. Initial results indicates that CID is very useful both for indexing documents
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in context,andfor improving therevisionprocessof thedocumentationitself. Context-sensitive
information retrieval gives extendedpossibilitiessuchasproviding searchexpertisefrom other
users,e.g.,"what wouldJohnSmithdo in thissituation?"

The currentversionof CID is implementedonaMacintoshII Cx with HyperCard(version2.1)
andusesexternalfunctionsin C. HyperCardis agoodprototypingtool that iseasilydisseminated
at NASA becauseof its widespreadavailability.ThisallowsCID to betestedonavery largescale.
Although we do not have quantitative resultsyet, our experiencewith CID to-date is very
encouraging.TheSpaceStationFreedomdocumentationapplicationcurrentlycontainsseveralMb
of textandhundredsof descriptorslinkedto thedocumentation.

SSP3OOOO.3K5.CID

N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

O/A,Operations/Administrative

02,Oxygen
0PS,Operations

0RU,0rbit Replaceable Unit

0RU,0d-bit Support Equipment

I OWS,_lerations Work StationPDA,Pressurtzed Docking Adaptor

PGS,Power Generation SubsystemPMA,Platform Management Application
PMAD,Power Management And Distribution

There are 2 referents linked to this descriptor. You may select one...
:3.1.9.1 GENERAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
:3.1.g.5 HUMAN FACTORS

II

ii_!=.
IiI:l_

[IP[I
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ilii_
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Figure 3. Use of an index in context. Here, the context was characterized by the type of user and
the type of task. The user clicked on the descriptor "Orbital Replacement Unit". CID suggested
two referents in the current context.

RELATION TO OTHER WORK

Semantic indexing has been investigated by several authors. Dumais et al. [7] propose a method
for organizing nodes into a semantic structure on the basis of the overlap of the descriptors used in
the referents. Stotts and Furuta [16] proposed a model of hypertext based on Petri nets. Their
system enforces browsing restrictions, e.g., deactivates some links. Like CID, a medical

handbook system described by Frisse and Cousins [8] separates the "index space" from the
"document space." They have shown how some index architectures can be exploited for enhanced
information retrieval, query refinement, and automated reasoning. Their index space model is
based on inference using belief networks of descriptors. The I3R system [5] uses a Bayesian
inference network to acquire information about user's needs and domain knowledge. Crouch et al.
[6] have used cluster hierarchies to help navigate in hypertext structure. All these contributions to
information retrieval developed methods for refining links between descriptors and referents.
However, the concept of context has not been presented explicitly in any of them.
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Weyer [17] advocates the fact that information should be adaptable to the learner's preferences, and
links should depend on the user's previous actions and current goals. This point of view supports
our knowledge-based approach to hypertext. Other approaches have been developed to acquire and
refine links on-line. For instance, Kibby and Mayes [11], in their StrathTutor hypertext system try
to eliminate the need for exclusively manual methods for creating links between hypertext nodes by
generating links based on knowledge acquired when the user browses through the system. Also,
Monk presents a method for constructing a personal browser [13]. In this approach, the system
monitors the user's navigation behavior and interrupts the user to ask whether it should add a node
to the browser when it has been accessed frequently.

CID uses the concepts of context and abnormal conditions to learn from users. The work done on

exceptions by Winston [19] and Williamson [18] is similar to our use of abnormal conditions. We
have extended this approach with the use of dynamic reinforcement, and have incorporated these
theoreticalconsiderations in an actual implementation.

Finally, this work is a departure from current work on user modeling, research, in which user
models (possibly acquired automatically) are exploited by the system m predefined ways. As a
result, these systems cannot update their user models based on experience. In contrast, our system
can perform this updating automatically. In other words, our systems learns to operationalize user
models automatically, based on experience.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Current results have shown that hypertext is a good programming tool for the development of
documentation systems. While hypertext systems increase accessibility, they do not provide any
built-in selectivity mechanism. In other words, while non-linear or hypertext systems may
dramatically increase the accessibility of information, this increased accessibility may magnify an
already severe problem of selection [9]. For these reasons, our knowledge-based system
technology can be very helpful in alleviating the selection problem and cognitive overhead of the
user. Our approach to retrieval is unique because the design of contextual links to retrieve
information is based not only on the way the documentation has been built, but also on user's
information requirements and suggestions when they are operating systems. Thus, the user
continually augments and ref'mes the intelligence of the retrieval system.

Besides providing an intelligent interface for browsing large documents, the ability of our system
to automatically acquire the context in which strategies are appropriate is significant. First, it allows
the system to provide a tailorable browsing facility. Indeed, the system will learn which referents
are to be presented for which user. Second, it shows that it is feasible to immediately incorporate
the user's feedback into the system's knowledge, with the possibility of improving the system's

performance. In this way, there is no need to collect and analyze large amounts of information
about how users interact with the system because the system performs this task itself.

Many issues remain to be addressed. We briefly describe some of these here. First, formalization
of the contextual conditions is still problematic. Contextual conditions should be minimal to avoid
excessive calculations, but they must include as much information as possible to characterize the
current situation. To solve this problem, future work will include the development of a context

clustering mechanism. Second, we are extending CID to incorporate dynamic context, deduced
from user's actions or associated to a dynamic environment. Third, we are developing a semantic
similarity measure between referents, to let the user access information from a set of descriptors.

(rather than a single descriptor). Finally, we are developing and evaluating a graphical contextual
links browser to help navigate in large CID documents.
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